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Concept

In times of a new world century, where 
humans no longer exist_ 
/ 
/ 
My concept is a visual representation 
of the future, where the digitalization 
has made its expansion. 
/ 
Artificial Intelligence has defeat 
ordinary civilization.  
People gradually transform into 
cyborgs. STURDY, FAST, RESILIENT. 
Programmed to work IMPECCABLE.  
/ 
No flaws allowed 
/ 
Nevertheless, viruses, worms and 
malware programs still be in 
circulation.  
Radically destroying  the computer. 
/ 
/ 
A virus has entered your body_ 
Reboot started

My brand ,,LOVELETTER’’ is inspired by the  
devastating computer virus from 2001. 
/ 
I’m fascinated by the creators approach, especially. 
By its yet simple message ,,iloveyou’’ he knew how to 
take advantage Of people’s ego, loneliness and 
curiosity. Causing an  estimated world wide damage of 10 
billion dollars. 
/ 
In regard to the very promising e-sports, Another 
component of my search of inspiration included  
cyborg like video game characters. Particularly 
sub zero, samus, and scorpion. 
/ 
For my implementation I got inspired by essential design 
elements of its characters that represent their 
rugged yet agile and composited nature. 
/ 
To achieve those optics I played with an interaction 
Of wide and narrow, fragile looking 
asymmetric silhouettes. Also, it was important for me  
to display the multifunctionality by  
creating looks that are made to be worn in 
different ways. Either by adding or subtracting 
selected pieces. 
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FARBKONZEPT

Ultrablack.col  

Laserblau.col 

Spacegrey.col 

Dustgrey.col



KOLLEKTIONSMATRIX

te_amo je_t’aime as_myliu_tave kocham_cieI_love_you



LOOK1 
_te_amo.exe



MATERIALKARTE.fab

Funktionsjersey

Gewachstes Kunstleder

Glänzendes Kunstleder

Cordura



LOOK2 
_je_t’aime.exe



MATERIALKARTE.fab

Cordura.fab

Funktionsjersey.fab

StretchNetz.fab

Canvas.fab



LOOK3 
_as_myliu_tave.exe



MATERIALKARTE.fab

Polyestergitter.fab

Feinripp.fab

Funktionsjersey.fab

Baumwollsweat.fab

Nylon.fab



LOOK4 
_kocham_cie.exe



MATERIALKARTE.fab

PVC.fab

Feinripp.fab

Baumwolljersey.fab

Cordura.fab



KEYLOOK 
_i_love_you.exe



MATERIALKARTE.fab

Cordura.fab

Funktionsjersey.fab

Funktionsjersey.fab

Jeans.fab

Merino_Polyester_MIX.fab

Nylonfutter.fab

Rippstopp_Nylon.fab



KEYLOOK

body ziphoodie jacket trousers



SHOOTING  
VIDEOCLIP.mp4



SHOOTING. 
KEYLOOK_

Frontview.pos

Sideview.pos

Backview.pos





Shooting
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PRINTS



HANGTAG

I_LoVE_YOU!<3 *-*
/
/
kindly checked
the attached
,,LOVELETTER_FOR_
YOU_txt.vbs‘‘
coming from me_
/
/
designed by
JuliA_DamaSiewicZ!
/
/
163357835
CHecK instagram:
(LOVELETTERFORYOU)_

Das Hangtag 
besteht aus 3 
Komponenten. 
Zwei davon aus 
transparentem 
Kunststoff und 
eins zum öffnen.
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